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Abstract
Dante’s Divine Comedy is one of those immortal works that 
many people long to read, but then abandon after the first few 
pages. Dividing it into three parts, the poet first experiences 
the harsh recognition of sin in the Inferno, then moves to the 
renunciation of sin in Purgatory, and finally describes experi-
encing the vision of God in Paradise. For some it may be more 
fruitful to start reading later in the poem, in order to become 
attuned to the dialogue and rhythm of the work. To that end, 
this short article draws attention to a single event later in the 
Inferno in which a resident of the eighth circle explains his cir-
cumstances and the manner in which he ended up in such a 
dismal state. The scene analyzed here is not overly long, but it 
has some tactile characterization and unfolds a dramatic perfor-
mance that rewards any interpretive effort.

Although the Divine Comedy ranks as a classic and as one of the outstanding 
theological poems of the Christian faith, it is not read as frequently as one might 
expect. It is hard to say whether this is because allegory is not so popular these 
days or because poetic tastes have changed. However, to read the Comedy is to 
enter a world that is charged with the grandeur of God, as Hopkins might put 
it, and in which many kinds of human decisions carry a weight of eternal conse-
quence. There is an extraordinary moment in the eighth circle of hell that affords 
an opportunity for further reflection for experienced readers of the Comedy and an 
accessible point of entry for those wanting to embark on the journey. In this epi-
sode, there is an intriguing character who unveils his life story to the poet, and the 
reader hardly needs any background data or detailed historical knowledge to ap-
preciate the drama in the first instance. So, for readers who desire to study Dante’s 
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masterpiece but who quickly find themselves lost in a dark forest, this canto is a 
useful place to begin even though it occurs in the latter stages of the poet’s odyssey 
through the underworld. The character in question is Count Guido da Montefelt-
ro, a soldier-turned-priest who relates his lamentable biography. Speaking from a 
flame of fire, the shade first desires to know about events in his native Italy, and 
then, in response to the poet’s inquiry, he begins to tell the story of how he loses 
his life after finding it. Using the translation of Allen Mandelbaum, we pick up his 
account at the halfway point of the canto as Guido recalls his renunciation of the 
world, trading the implements of war for the habit of friar: 

I was a man of arms, then wore the cord, 
believing that, so girt, I made amends; 
and surely what I thought would have been true

had not the Highest Priest may he be damned! 
made me fall back into my former sins; 
and how and why, I’d have you hear from me.

While I still had the form of bones and flesh 
my mother gave to me, my deeds were not 
those of the lion but those of the fox.

The wiles and secret ways I knew them all 
and so employed their arts that my renown 
had reached the very boundaries of earth.

But when I saw myself come to that part 
of life when it is fitting for all men 
to lower sails and gather in their ropes,

what once had been my joy was now dejection; 
repenting and confessing, I became 
a friar; and poor me it would have helped.1

Guido provides a not-very-subtle hint that the “Highest Priest” is the cause of 
his undoing, a reference to Boniface VIII (the successor of Celestine V, who, until 
recently, was the only pope to resign the office in six hundred years, an event often 
labeled “the great refusal”). I will return to Guido’s testimony and to the manner 
of his temptation in a moment, but it might be helpful to pause and to briefly 
sketch how we arrive at this particular conversation.

As we recall, Dante, the poet, is accompanied on his fearful journey by Virgil, 
who comes to his aid having been enlisted by Beatrice, Dante’s early love, who, in 

1 The Divine Comedy: Inferno, translated and edited by Allen Mandelbaum (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1982), lines 67–84.
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the poem, also is an image of divine grace. With the poet’s spiritually lost at the 
midway point in the journey of life—having been ensnared by besetting sins of 
incontinence, violence, and malice, represented by three ambushing beasts: the 
leopard, the lion, and the she-wolf—Virgil insists that the poet’s only hope for 
ascending the “lovely mountain” of God’s presence is by means of a nightmarish 
route through “an eternal place, and terrible.” The poet and Virgil—who embod-
ies human reason and, to a limited extent, natural revelation—thereafter embark 
on their harrowing trip to the ever-deepening circles. In Dante’s vision, hell is 
certainly a real place. However, the poem also unveils a series of images that rep-
resent the soul’s capacity for ever-deepening evil; as Dorothy Sayers and Charles 
Williams have argued at length, to journey into Dante’s Inferno is to gradually 
descend into the murky chambers of the human soul.2

On the course of their journey, Dante and Virgil encounter an incredible array 
of characters, and it should be noted that these are not “types” (as Obstinate or 
Pliable in Pilgrim’s Progress), but rather they are historical personages whose various 
punishments in hell serve as images of their earthly transgression. A famous ex-
ample of such transgression includes the adulterous lovers Francesca da Rimini and 
Paolo Malatesta in the second circle (Canto 5), who are driven by a relentless tem-
pest that symbolizes their restless desire and the storms of passion that drove them 
to this state. Likewise, those who refused to make any choice in life are faced with 
an eternity of fruitlessly chasing after whirling flag (Celestine V is placed here), 
while the gluttons are consigned to solitary wallowing in the mud, even as the 
Sodomites are endlessly running in packs over burning sands of sterility and as the 
flatterers flounder in a river of excrement that seems to be the overflow of the 
world’s latrines (just like the sewer of their speech). By the time the travelers reach 
the eighth circle they have passed beyond the sins of incontinence and of violence, 
and they enter a vast array of narrowing concentric circles surrounded by towering 
walls in the realm of malice, sloping downward toward the central pit. In one of the 
ditches are those who are guilty of counseling deceit, and each one is concealed in 
a tongue of fire. Such concealment is a particularly fitting contrapasso, since these 
fraudsters—who teach others how to practice treachery—acted in secret and 
abused their gifts of language.3 Now they can only speak through the filter of the 

2 See Dorothy L. Sayers, Introductory Papers on Dante: The Poet Alive in His Writings (London: 
Methuen, 1954); Charles Williams, The Figure of Beatrice (London: Faber and Faber, 1953).

3 For a longer discussion, see Lino Pertile, “Dante,” in The Cambridge History of Italian Literature 
(ed. Peter Brand and Lino Pertile; rev. ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 64: 

“The contrapasso is not Dante’s invention. What distinguishes its appearance in the Commedia is 
that it functions not merely as a form of divine revenge, but rather as the fulfillment of a destiny 
freely chosen by each soul during his or her life. Thus, in Dante’s afterlife, far from being cancelled, 
diminished or even altered, the historical identity of each soul is revealed in its very essence and 
so is intensified. Each individual is fixed in the other world as he or she really was, beneath all 
appearances, in this. In Hell the damned are forever petrified in the particular act, thought or 
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flame, with a likely allusion to Jas 3:6. The most famous figure in this ditch of the 
deceitful is Ulysses (in the immediately previous Canto 26), whose advice about the 
Trojan horse is tantamount to intellectual prostitution, and—in combination with 
his other treacheries—so seals his fate. When we arrive at the circle of fraud, there-
fore, we have already traversed a vast physical and spiritual landscape, and we have 
seen vivid descriptions of what happens when the intellect is forsaken.

Guido is also shrouded in a flame as he admits his guilt during his opening 
remarks to Dante (see lines 73–78 quoted above), and he articulates his consider-
able aptitude for chicanery while comparing himself to the proverbial “fox” be-
cause of his skills in deception. The mastery of such dubious arts resulted in global 
fame for the wily Guido; yet, late in life, his conscience catches up with him. 
Presumably his cunning also yielded a substantial income, but eventually he finds 
that what he once enjoyed is now a burden. Like Dante himself in the opening 
canto, Guido discovers that he is spiritually bankrupt—he uses the metaphor of a 
ship coming into harbor, wisely lowering its sails to avoid disaster—and takes the 
rope of the Franciscans. In all of this there is no reason to dispute his claim or to 
doubt the sincerity of his amendment. So what happens, and how does he lose his 
way after his reformation? Guido has already hinted that the “Highest Priest” is 
responsible for making him fall back into his former wiles, and the next phase of 
his testimony provides a characterization of this figure, Boniface VIII. 

The prince of the new Pharisees, who then 
was waging war so near the Lateran 
and not against the Jews or Saracens,
for every enemy of his was Christian, 
and none of them had gone to conquer Acre 
or been a trader in the Sultan’s lands
took no care for the highest office or 
the holy orders that were his, or for 
my cord, which used to make its wearers leaner. 
But just as Constantine, on Mount Soracte, 
to cure his leprosy, sought out Sylvester, 
so this one sought me out as his instructor,
to ease the fever of his arrogance. 
He asked me to give counsel. I was silent 
his words had seemed to me delirious.4

attitude that defined them in life. In Purgatory the penitent continue and fulfil the process of 
repentance they began on earth. In Paradise the blessed enjoy the measure of happiness appropriate 
to the merits and capacity which characterised them while living. Thus, in Dante’s hands, the 
contrapasso works simultaneously as an instrument of justice and a powerful narrative device.”

4 The Divine Comedy, lines 85–99.
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Guido’s incendiary speech is fraught with sarcasm, not least by labelling the 
pontiff as “the prince of the new Pharisees,” but also in his remarks that the op-
ponents are internal—that is, Christians with whom he should be in fellowship. 
According to Guido, this leader has scant regard for any degree of holy orders; 
given that Boniface is destined to appear in the circle with those guilty of simony 
in Canto 19, he will be duly punished by standing head-first in a hole and by 
awaiting the next occupant in a grim parody of apostolic succession. Meanwhile, 
the comparison to Constantine has elicited considerable debate among interpret-
ers, with some viewing it as wholly negative—and given the persistent concern in 
the poem with the church’s hyper-involvement in temporal affairs, such may well 
be the case—but at the most basic level, it affords an analogy where an expert is 
sought out to help a leader with a desperate case. If Constantine has a medical 
problem with leprosy, the pontiff here has a decidedly more political matter that 
is getting under his skin. We are informed that Boniface’s opponents were pro-
tected in the fortress of Penestrino, an impregnable castle that could hardly be 
overthrown with conventional weaponry and that requires a completely different 
approach altogether. So, the pontiff reasons, it must be infiltrated by more devious 
means, and, for this machination, he calls the old fox out of retirement. 

Scholars often assert that a great strength of Dante’s poem is the selective 
dramatization of its scenes, and, on this score, the account of Guido is a signal 
instance. We note, for example, that there is no description of Guido’s invitation 
from Boniface in lines 94–99, only the barest evocation of the interview itself. 
Furthermore, the interview is only relayed through indirect discourse at first—de-
laying Boniface’s speech until the next section—as Guido briefly summarizes his 
interlocutor’s ravings. In the presence of this madness, Guido claims that he re-
mains “silent,” as though maintaining his resolve and keeping his ship in the safe 
harbor of his new-found religious vocation. Lest we forget, however, at this point 
in the Inferno we are in the circle of fraud, where cunning and malice abound, and 
the figures herein have applied their dexterity with language toward malfeasant 
ends. So, as the words of Boniface now unfold, it would appear as though the 
pontiff has become an evil counsellor himself. 

And then he said: “Your heart must not mistrust: 
I now absolve you in advance teach me 
to batter Penestrino to the ground.

You surely know that I possess the power 
to lock and unlock Heaven; for the keys 
my predecessor did not prize are two.”
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Then his grave arguments compelled me so, 
my silence seemed a worse offense than speech, 
and I said: “Since you cleanse me of the sin

that I must now fall into, Father, know: 
long promises and very brief fulfillments 
will bring a victory to your high throne.”5

As if to reassure his wary guest, the pontiff begins his speech with an offer that 
Guido will find hard to resist: absolution in advance. For the circumspect reader it 
is clear that Boniface is here presented as an arch-practitioner of fraud and as a 
she-wolf of malice, and I am guessing this is part of the contrapasso: Guido is 
getting played in the same way that he taught others. Boniface is not content with 
only the promise of absolution—of which he holds the keys—but supplements it 
with some old-fashioned flattery in his clearly-stated request for assistance: I can-
not undertake this task of bringing down a castle without your assistance, he says, 
and you alone are my help in this time of trouble. Such flattery, so we are meant 
to infer, is part of the fraudster’s toolbox, and it seems to me that in this sequence 
we are witnessing a case study in how such fraud operates, even with the most 
economical poetic concentration. The lucidity of the promise and the ease of the 
flattery makes it seem as though his ravings at first were part of his strategy, as 
Boniface senses Guido’s resistance and—like the castle in short order—breaks 
down the resistance with his well-oiled speech. 

The promise of absolution in advance, then, becomes the defining temptation 
of Guido, he who has righted the ship but is now lured back into the way of life 
that previously brought him such notoriety. Even though he put his hand to the 
plough, the words and the occasion incite him to glance behind him, and he plun-
ges back into the ditch of fraud. His counsel to the pontiff—“Promise great things, 
promise and do not pay,” in the rendering of Dorothy Sayers—is, of course, predi-
cated on falsehood, assuring others of something you have no intention of provid-
ing. As it turns out, Guido becomes a victim of his own style of artifice; as we will 
observe, the promise of advance forgiveness is an obligation the pontiff cannot 
meet. Commentators often point to the Wis 11:15–16 in this regard: “In return for 
their foolish and wicked thoughts, that led them astray to worship irrational ser-
pents and worthless animals, you sent upon them a multitude of irrational crea-
tures to punish them, so that they might learn that one is punished by the very 
things by which one sins.” The ironic boomerang, whereby Boniface exploits his 
credulity, just like Guido himself advises, is recognized too late. The promise of 
absolution was illusory, as are all guarantees from artists of skullduggery.

5 The Divine Comedy, lines 100–111.
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Then Francis came, as soon as I was dead, 
for me; but one of the black cherubim 
told him: “Don’t bear him off; do not cheat me.
He must come down among my menials; 
the counsel that he gave was fraudulent; 
since then, I’ve kept close track, to snatch his scalp;
one can’t absolve a man who’s not repented, 
and no one can repent and will at once; 
the law of contradiction won’t allow it.”
O miserable me, for how I started 
when he took hold of me and said: “Perhaps 
you did not think that I was a logician!”
He carried me to Minos; and that monster  
twisted his tail eight times around his hide 
and then, when he had bit it in great anger,
announced: “This one is for the thieving fire”; 
for which and where, you see I now am lost, 
and in this garb I move in bitterness.
And when, with this, his words were at an end, 
the flame departed, sorrowing and writhing 
and tossing its sharp horn. We moved beyond;
I went together with my guide, along 
the ridge until the other arch that bridges 
the ditch where payment is imposed on those

who, since they brought such discord, bear such loads.6

Much more could be said of the various lines of this canto that have been quoted, 
not least about the post-mortem fate of Guido, who becomes the subject of un-
enviable attention from both Minos (the awful judge of the underworld) and the 
Black Cherub (who obviously has some expertise in the subject of fraud).7 How-
ever, I mentioned at the outset that the story of Guido is a serviceable point of 
entry for those unfamiliar with Dante because it is, as much as possible, a self-con-
tained narrative that can be heard on its own terms. Moreover, this section of the 

6 The Divine Comedy, lines 112–136.
7 It should be noted that Guido’s son, Buonconte da Montefeltro, makes a memorable appearance 

in Purgatory V as a repentant sinner late in life, and thus the false contrition of the father becomes 
a foil for the authenticity of the son. On the structural links between these two characters, see 
Barbara Reynolds, Dante: The Poet, The Political Thinker, The Man (London: I. B. Tauris, 2006), 
200–201.
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Inferno is also worth revisiting for the more seasoned reader, as it affords a further 
example of how Dante’s images are so fertile and multi-layered. After hearing 
about Guido and re-reading the beginning of the canto, the reader might find that 
the reference to “the Sicilian bull” in the opening lines (7–12) becomes pregnant 
with meaning: “Even as the Sicilian bull (that first had bellowed with the cry, and 
this was just, of him who shaped it with his instruments), would always bellow 
with its victim’s voice, so that, although that bull was only brass, it seemed as if it 
were pierced through by pain.” Historians are keen to tell us that the bull was an 
instrument of torture; that the hapless victim was placed inside this brass device, 
which was fitted with tubes from a pipe organ, and was subsequently roasted 
in the fire; and that the shrills would bellow forth with the sufferer’s agonizing 
cries.8 Those same historians hasten to note that the device was crafted for the 
tyrant of Sicily by a man named Perillus; the tyrant was pleased with the work 
of Perillus, and he promptly tested the device by roasting Perillus in the bull.9 
With a macabre twist, Guido’s experience is not dissimilar, as he is undone by 
the same means that he devises, and, just like that ancient engineer, he is hoist, 
as it were, with his own petard (Hamlet 3.4). As with every other episode in the 
Comedy, there is a fund of wisdom and spiritual direction in the story of Guido’s 
temptation. At an earlier point in the Inferno, Dante utters a prayer (“Reader, so 
make God grant you to understand my poem and profit from it”), and, in a era 
where holy hoaxes and Ponzi schemes abound, any effort to profit from this in-
credible poem is richly rewarded. In his recent memoir, Stanley Hauerwas makes 
a forthright statement—that occurs, incidentally, moments before his discussion 
of the temptations that besieged John Howard Yoder—near the end of the book: 

“I can say with complete confidence that we are subtle creatures capable of infinite 
modes of self-deception.”10 In the ongoing task of unmasking self-deception, the 
Comedy is an underappreciated resource that needs to be recovered.

8 See Jennifer Petrie, “False Counselors: Guido da Montefeltro,” in Lectura Dantis: Inferno (ed. 
Allen Mandelbaum, Anthony Oldcorn, and Charles Ross; Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1998), 357–367, esp. 359, who notes that Guido “is first described by means of the horrible 
simile of the Sicilian bull in which victims were burned, their cries transformed into the bull’s 
bellowing. The simile has a complex function, as was noted very early (by Benvenuto for example). 
The use of a classical analogy perhaps bestows a certain distinction on the as yet unnamed figure, 
but this is offset by the emphasis on pain and its expression, and by the brutal, animalesque image. 
At the same time, the story alluded to, of the designer becoming the bull’s first victim, anticipates 
the case of Guido himself, a victim of his own deviousness. The authorial comment, ‘and this was 
just’ (8), implies already a certain distancing on Dante’s part, a moral condemnation and a lack of 
sympathy. As the canto continues, it bears out the impression.”

9 A number of commentators also point out that when the tyrant of Sicily was himself overthrown 
at a later date, he too was placed inside the bull. 

10 Stanley Hauerwas, Hannah’s Child: A Theologian’s Memoir (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2010), 242. 


